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When I was a kid, my English teacher looked my way and said,

‘Name two pronouns.’

I said: ‘Who, me?’ 



The past, the present, and the future

walked into a bar. 

I was tense. 



Common English mistakes
made by Czech students



word order in a sentence 

She like chocolate. What do he read?

my x mine

man – mans, woman – womans

prepositions

tenses – simple x continuous… 



DIY - MNEMONIC MEMORY AIDS
funny/controversial examples

bookmarks

cards

post-it notes

online Flashcard makers 



Subject Verb Object Manner Place Time



The story of ketchup on the sofa…

Pizzu jedl Honza včera na gauči. 



Subject Verb Object Manner Place Time

Pizza ate John yesterday on the sofa.



Why is ketchup on the sofa? 

Well, because… John ate pizza on the sofa yesterday while watching 
a horror movie.  





t



A typical Monday morning…

‘I’m in a hurry 
and I can’t find my car keys. 
I’ve searched nearly everywhere
but I can’t find them..
Could you help me please?’

‘Have you looked … ?’
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Have you looked … ?
in
on 
under
behind… 



QUESTION WORDS

What Where When

Who Why Which

How



Online Flashcard maker:
https://quizlet.com/_6a8sdb

https://quizlet.com/_6a8sdb




Videos - subtitles, screenshots

Google:
pictures 

jokes

timelines

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF TECHNOLOGIES



Talk about an event in the past and what was happening around it. 



What happened? Why did the policeman stop the driver? 



PresentPast Future

policeman

driver – car – road – mobile phone



I was… when…

I was swimming in the sea when….

We were waiting for the lesson to start when…

I was eating a burger when… 

I was sitting on the bus when…

I was shopping when…

I was talking on the phone when….



Video available on: 
https://www.venturesbooks.cz/konference-a-

vzdelavani/materialy-ke-konferencim-a-seminarum

https://www.venturesbooks.cz/konference-a-vzdelavani/materialy-ke-konferencim-a-seminarum


PresentPast Future



And 
you?

Describe an accident you had when you were younger.
Use the questions below to help you. 

1. How old were you?
2. What were you doing when the accident happened?
3. What happened after that?
4. Were you hurt?



PresentPast Future



engage→ activate → study rules → practice → engage

BOOMERANG - TYPE LESSON 
(so-called inductive approach)











How long have they been 
waiting in the queue? 

GRAMMAR ANIMATIONS

Video available on: 
https://www.english.com/focus/grammaranimations/level3/

https://www.english.com/focus/grammaranimations/level3/


make-up artist



five hours eight hours



VIRTUAL TEACHER



How to get rid of boomerang grammar errors - tips from participants of the webinar : 

board and grammar games, sentence building, 
write down old mistakes 
make new mistakes 
I make them share their mistakes and try to feel ok about them. 
I give them sentences containing mistakes to correct or play an auction game. 
learn very short poems 
reported speech  - comment on gossip/rumour 
students correct the writing of somebody else 
I tell them to learn one model sentence by heart and then they can modify it. 
I prepare hand-outs with the most common mistakes and the students have to choose the 
correct form.
ask someone who.... 
drill typical sentences 
repetition and multiple practice
TED talks



The magic of learning English!

for more information contact: metodik@venturesbooks.com

mailto:metodik@venturesbooks.com

